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ACTEMIUM LYON PROCESS AUTOMATION

Actemium is VINCI Energies' reference brand in industry, 
bringing together all its activities in electrical engineering, 
automation and production in Europe.

France

CIPAM

Our company, CIPAM, specializes in traceability solutions and 
improvement of flows and processes.

France

VON ROLL - TECNYX AUTOMATION

Manufacture of paints and varnishes.
France

V33 SA

Manufacturer and sale of paints, varnishes and stains.
France

V33 SA

Manufacturer and sale of paints, varnishes and stains.
France

V33 SA

Manufacturer and sale of paints, varnishes and stains.
France

GRAPHICONSEIL

Prints and labels
France

GROUPE BARRIÈRE

Hotel, Restaurant and Casino.
France

BRESSOR SA

Cheese manufacturer (brands: Bresse Bleu, Carré Frais, Caprice 
des Anges and Apérivrais),…

France

GIVAUDAN LAVIROTTE GROUPE ISALTIS

Mineral, pharma, cosmetic and food salt.
France

FOURÉ-LAGADEC

Multi-trade industrial maintenance: Mechanics, Piping, 
Boilermaking, Locksmithing, Maintenance Engineering. Unit 
shutdown works. Studies, Design and Implementation New 
works.

France

FINORGA - NOVASEP (GROUPE AXPLORA) CHASSE SUR RHONE

Novasep is a leading provider of services in the field of 
production and purification of molecules for the chemical 
industries.

France

FINORGA - NOVASEP (GROUPE AXPLORA) CHASSE SUR RHONE

Novasep is a leading provider of services in the field of 
production and purification of molecules for the chemical 
industries.

France

VINCI FACILITIES INDUSTRIE INFRASTRUCTURES ET 
TECHNOLOGIE

Multi-technical maintenance, Energy performance and 
decarbonization of buildings, GER plan and continuous 
improvement.

France

AVENIR FORMATION

AVENIR FORMATION develops training courses related to the 
world of production technology throughout the France 
(programmable logic controllers, numerical controls, robotics, 
etc.).

France

LES BREUVAGES DU VOIRONNAIS (ANTESITE & NOIROT)

Plant extractions. Food Beverage Ingredient Manufacturing – 
Beverage Manufacturing and Packaging.

France

SPEICHIM PROCESSING GROUPE SÉCHÉ

Treatment and purification of solvents (Groupe Séché 
Environnement)

France

EKIUM

A key player in the energy transition and decarbonisation, a 
multi-business engineering company with 2,500 employees in 
12 countries (transformation, design, construction of their 
buildings and industrial equipment).

France

EUREKA INDUSTRIES

Eureka Industries is the French leader in continuing education in 
pumping technologies, fluid mechanics, industrial vacuum, ... 
Eureka trains both BE staff and those in the production and 
maintenance department.

France
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TRB CHEMEDICA CO LTD (SWITZERLAND)

The mission of TRB Chemedica Group is to sell innovative and 
patented pharmaceutical products and medical devices in niche 
therapeutic areas: rheumatology, ophthalmology and neurology.

Switzerland

KLÜBER LUBRIFICATION FRANCE

Design, recommendation, sales and service worldwide. Special 
lubricants for the food and pharmaceutical industry Oils, 
greases, lubrication and assembly pastes, NSF H1 approved High 
performance products.

France

AGRIPLAS RHONE ALPES

Plastic packaging of cans.
France

SEQENS

Chemical and pharmaceutical industry (specialty ingredients).
France

SEQENS

Chemical and pharmaceutical industry (specialty ingredients).
France

SEQENS

Chemical and pharmaceutical industry (specialty ingredients).
France

VISUAL PLANNING POWERED BY STILOG I.S.T.

Visual Planning is a complete management solution to ensure 
resource planning, take into account business constraints, 
manage your teams' assignments in real time and in the field

France

ANDROS FRANCE

France

AOSTE

Agri-food products (cold cuts and ham).
France

CHIRON TECHNOLOGIES DE PRODUCTION

Manufacturer of CNC machines.
France

EGIS

Operation and maintenance (Motorway Operation and 
Maintenance), Airport and rails.

France

HUVEPHARMA - LABORATOIRE MERIEL

Chemicals for animal-related disinfection
France

DB VIB GROUPE

dB Vib Groupe is an expert in noise, vibration, condition 
monitoring and air treatment (dB Vib Consulting /dB Vib 
Ingénierie and dB Vib Instrumentation will be represented).

France

SNEF LAB

Snef lab, a subsidiary of the Snef group, dedicated to digital 
transformation, creates turnkey solutions adapted to your 
context and at the service of your operational and 
environmental performance.

France

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM SANTÉ ANIMALE

Pharmaceutical industry.
France

IDEX

Support in energy optimization projects, for buildings that are 
more respectful and comfortable in the long term.

France

TEOXANE LABORATOIRES

Cosmetics - design and manufacture of implants for wrinkle 
filling - hyaluronic acid.

Switzerland

TEOXANE LABORATOIRES

Cosmetics - design and manufacture of implants for wrinkle 
filling - hyaluronic acid.

Switzerland

TEOXANE LABORATOIRES

Cosmetics - design and manufacture of implants for wrinkle 
filling - hyaluronic acid.

Switzerland

SOM INDUSTRIE

40 years of experience in the industry. Specialized in 
management, project control, control of industrial risks, 
continuous improvement and maintenance methods, 
preparation and supervision of technical shutdowns.

France

BIO STERIL

Steam sterilization of medical devices, primary and secondary 
packaging of these devices.

France
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BIO STERIL

Steam sterilization of medical devices, primary and secondary 
packaging of these devices.

France

BOUYGUES ENERGIES & SERVICES

Bouygues Energies & Services, a global leader in energy, digital 
and industrial transformation.

France

SEQENS 

Chemical and pharmaceutical industry (specialty ingredients).
France

SEQENS 

Chemical and pharmaceutical industry (specialty ingredients).
France

ELYOTEC

From design to after-sales service, including the installation and 
maintenance of your equipment: we are here for you!

France

ADARE PHARMACEUTICALS

Manufacture of medicines and medical devices, as well as in the 
development of technologies to control the release of medicinal 
assets.

France

WAGA ENERGY

Production of biomethane.
France

WAGA ENERGY

Production of biomethane.
France

PLASTICOMNIUM 

Leader in sustainable and connected mobility.
France

OVALIE TECH - DOMMS

Research company in maintenance engineering, publisher of a 
CMMS software (DOMMS), technical assistance service provider.

France

BOUYGUES ENERGIES & SERVICES MAINTENANCE INDUSTRIELLE

Bouygues Energies & Services, a global leader in energy, digital 
and industrial transformation.

France

HVAC FRANCE

HVAC FRANCE specializes in the maintenance and renovation of 
heat exchangers in the field of industrial HVAC and large tertiary 
sector.

France

HVAC FRANCE

HVAC FRANCE specializes in the maintenance and renovation of 
heat exchangers in the field of industrial HVAC and large tertiary 
sector.

France

AXIMA EQUANS

Design, construction studies, prefabrication, construction, 
commissioning, qualification, operation and maintenance of 
your industrial projects, from the process to the integration of 
specific equipment.

France

NAVTRAX

Cloud software publisher and offer a simplified hardware fleet 
and CMMS management application. NavTrax is a powerful yet 
easy-to-use application for hardware management, whatever 
your industry.

France

YUMAN

Yuman is an innovative, multilingual CMMS (Computer Aidized 
Maintenance Management) based on the latest mobile and 
cloud technologies.

Belgium

GROUPE HOSPITALIER MUTUALISTE DE GRENOBLE

The Grenoble Mutual Hospital Group is a non-profit Private 
Health Institution of Collective Interest (ESPIC) participating in 
the public hospital service.

France

POLAR DEVELOPMENTS

At PolarGreen, we develop and market deployment systems for 
portable photovoltaic generators.

Spain

SPIE NUCLEAIRE

SPIE Nucléaire, leader in multi-technical projects and services, is 
a subsidiary of the SPIE group, dedicated to the nuclear sector 
and specialising in electrical, mechanical, HVAC and nuclear 
engineering.

France

AMSYST

Maintenance and asset management consulting. Developer of 
software for equipment management.

France
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AX PHARMA

Pharmaceutical, medical and biotechnology.
France

CADRANS FLUCKIGER

 Manufacture of watch dials, a subsidiary of Patek Philippe.
Switzerland

SOA PEOPLE

SOA People, SAP's first European Platinum partner, has evolved 
to cover all customer expectations, from solution 
implementation, user support and maintenance to innovation

France

MB92 LA CIOTAT 

Shipyard of La Ciotat located on the French Riviera.
France

ACTEMIUM LYON PROCESS & RÉALISATIONS

Specialized in the design, study and realization of new industrial 
process works in the fields of electricity, instrumentation and 
fine piping.

France

ACTEMIUM MAINTENANCE LYON MÉTROPÔLE

Attached to the VINCI group via VINCI Energies since the end of 
2013, Cegelec Centre Est Tertiaire is a key player in the field of 
tertiary electricity.

France

SOLVAY

Located in the Jura, the Solvay site in Tavaux is based on the 
manufacture of fluorinated chemicals and specialty polymers.

France

SOLVAY

Located in the Jura, the Solvay site in Tavaux is based on the 
manufacture of fluorinated chemicals and specialty polymers.

France

SOLVAY

Located in the Jura, the Solvay site in Tavaux is based on the 
manufacture of fluorinated chemicals and specialty polymers.

France

IFS ULTIMO BV

The Netherlands

PANASONIC CONNECT EUROPE GMBH

Panasonic Connect TOUGHBOOK manufactures and markets 
rugged laptops and tablets, designed for harsh environments 
and extreme operating conditions.

Germany

AUBERT ET DUVAL

Steelworks, rolling mills, press, NDT, machining ..
France

AUBERT ET DUVAL

Steelworks, rolling mills, press, NDT, machining ..
France

AUBERT ET DUVAL

Steelworks, rolling mills, press, NDT, machining ..
France

AUBERT ET DUVAL (FIRMINY) 

Steelworks, rolling mills, press, NDT, machining ..
France

CALAME SA 

Watch case manufacturing.
Switzerland

CELSYS

France

EGIS 

Infrastructure & Transport Engineering
France

EGIS 

Infrastructure & Transport Engineering
France
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